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to conduct an analysis of a specific topic in history

I

there may be a tendency to create a purely narrative explanation. Such
explanation of the Wragg Commission would not be an academically
mulating exercise

I

although a certai n amount of narrative will be

necessary. But further insights into the Commission can be gained by

placing 'it within the context of nineteenth century Natal and the colonial
society. 1 It therefore becomes necessary to analyse the Commission

within the framework of the changes in material conditions in Natal.
Within this framework one must also include racial ideologies which
played a fundamental role during this period.

Can one argue that racial attitudes stemmed purely from an economic base?

'the evolving political framework in the Colony was influenced not only by
economies but also from socio -ideological factors. All these reflected the
relationships between the different races and classes Wi thin the society.
1herefore this essey '...-:ll en;r.asise ~he sccio:c-;i.cal and econ~rn1c fecters.

lace relations at this time give a deep insight into the attitudes of white
colonists and, therefore, racial au tonomy cannot be ignored.

Aspects of both racial and class theory must be included in this essay""'ith
the corresponding detail derived from empirical evidence. One could argue
that racial attitudes reflected the need for cheap labour thereby concluding
that the Indian population sa tisfied this need. Race coincides with the
change in the mode of production thereby reducing social relatiooships to
those based on class. The Indians were necessary as a stable labour force
for the plantation industry in the Colony. That they initially formed a working
class within the society substantiates a class relationship framework. But
racial attitudes have an autonomy of their own: by defining racialism as an
autonomous phonomenon one is placing the ideology outside the superstructures"
bout also allowing an amount of flexibility by tracing certain' aspects of race
relations to an economic foundation. Therefore the framework for this essay is
based on the changes in the mode of production necessitating a stable labour
force due to the growth of a white capitalist sector: yet its flexibility allows

2

for the autonomy of nineteenth century racialism based on the ideology of
Social Darwinism.

Imperial expansion ,and the subsequent growth of British colonies can be
explained in various ways, the arguments ranging from strategic importance
of a given colony to the acquisition of territories due to international
competition. From a Marxist standpoint, the metropolitan government expanded
into new territories to exploit these areas for new markets and raw materials.
The economic benefits derived from this imperial policy returned to the metro
politan centre. The determining factor was therefore the expansion of the
capitalist mode of production. Such expansion became internationally competitive
as the advanced European countries vied for new territories. Such an argument is
valid for the development of British imperialism in South Africa after the discovery
of gold in the Transvaal, during the l880s. But during the mid-nineteenth century
period imperial expa nsion must be argued in political and racial terms. The
annexation of Natal in 1843 cannot be argued in terms of international competition
for capitalist expansion. The route to India was threatened by instability in
southern Africa. The Trekker Republics posed a threat to British supremacy but
such a threat was not very great as long as they had no outlet to the sea. The
proclamation of the Republic of Natalia provided an independent outlet to the sea,
and annexation by Britain was devised as a response to this move by U}.eBoers.

The usual concomita nt of imperial expa nsion wa s the coloni sation of sub ject
areas by emigrants from Britain. Missionaries, traders, farmers and industrialists
moved into new territories to the greatest extent after annexation. This colonis
. ation had a profound effect on the political, social and economic structures of
Natal. Industrialisation in Britain caused the intensification of overseas devel
opment, beginning with emigration. High unemployment of the 'Hungry Forties'
in Britain led to massive colonisation schemes eg the Byrne Settlement in Natal.
The colonizers came from a culturally sophisticated and highly industrialised
.

nation,
and it was the ideologies and structures of Britain would be used in the
,
development of the Colony. Such imperial expansion must be argued in terms of
the civilising mission and financial profit.

,

The civilising mission was to spread the racial superiority of the British nation
, as propounded by the ideology of Social Darwinism. Such an ideology had an
important bearing on the subsequent growth of white capital1st supremacy in
Natal. One can define ideology as a set of values and standards used by a
community on which to base their insti tutions and superstruct'ures. The Natal
settler brought with him both the ideology of racial superiority a nd the ideology
of capital1sm. As the colony developed such racial superiority complexes of the
white community became justified through the economic subjection of other
races. Such a development can be reflected through the Report and Evidence of
the Wragg Commission of 1885 to 1887 in Natal.

,

4

-FOOTNOTES:

Introduction

1. The various race groups with Natal will be referred to within the essay
as follows:
Blacks: All indigenous African inhabitants within Natal
Whites: All inhabitants of European descent
Indians: All descendants of India residing in Natal

,
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CHAPTER ONE: THE CAUSE.

It is difficult to understand the growth of anti -Indian sentiments within the

white sectors of the colonial population without some knowledge as to the
reasons why the Indians were brought to Natal. They were brought to fulfil a
need in ,the Colony's labour requirements for the growing capitalist infrastructure.
What is necessary is a brief description of the plantation industry in relation to
Natal and the conflicts which emerged within the white settler community.

The scheme of indentured Indian labour was adopted by the British Parliament
after the aboli tion of slavery in 1833. Becau se of this legal framework subsequent
arrangements regarding the contract between labourer and colony had universal
applica tion. It was a 'triple entente' between the British Government

I

the Indian

Government al1d the individual colony concerned. Therefore one finds that laws
ordinances and guara ntees followed a similar development within the nineteenth
century British colonial world. Whilst each colony adopted those regulations
stipulated by the British Government one must also realize that the application
of those regulations reflected the unique structure of each colony.

The plantation industry had an internal dynamiC which aimed at external consumptiol

"

and was dependant on an external market. Plantation industries had a s trong
international character in that they were reliant on the export of their crop ie sugar
and their labour was largely derived from foreign labour ie Indians. The industry
reflected a singular entity based on the fundamentals of a capitalist and imperial
order. The integra tion within an imperialistic order opened the industry to a high
degree of risk - reliance on Britain made operations fluctuate according to the
international dynamics of politics and economics. Of course I the plantation also
gained advantages through being a part of this system - the availability of finance
being one of the greatest. At the same time internal dynamics were affected by
Colonial factors including political pressure and the availability of labour.

,

This is not to say that the plantation industry formed a composite and autonomous
economic body withi n the colony. It formed part of the whole system. Although
plantations aided in the acces sabili ty of new la nd and therefore brought a
developing infrastructure this did not necessarily benefit other sectors of the
communi ty. In Na tal, the i ntroducti on of indentured labour crea ted a conflict of

I

interests between inland and coastal agriculture concerning competition for
labour and land. Technological advancements were to the benefit of the plantations
eg the steam driven mill, but did not diminish the need for manual labour.

Slavery had been abolished by the time Natal entered the market for indentured
Indian

la~our.

But, throughout the Empire, various plantation industries still

required some form of labour. With no supply of slaves, bankruptcy threatened
several plantation colonies and a new source of labour was required. India
provided that .supply of cheap labour:
An uneasy balance h9.d evolved between the Indian Government,
Whitehall, a nd the various importing colonies, in which lip
service was paid to the interests of the Indian 'coolie' while
plantation industry was enabled to draw upon a pool of cheap
labour with the minimal of rest1ictions and the maximum of
leaverage agai nst its workers.
As H. Tinker pOints out in A New System of Slavery, the Indians exchanged a
living society for a lifeless system - the overriding interest of the

plantatio~

system lay in production through the exploita tion of a labour force.

Mauritius had functioned under the slave trade, and was one of the first to apply
. for and receive indentured Indian labour. The legal right to import these labourers
was embodied in the Mauritian Act XV of 1842. Natal, after obtaining ac6ess to
indentured labour through the Imperial organs, adopted the Mauritian Act on which
to base her provi sions, laws and ordinances. In an indirect rna nner, Natal adopted
some practices commom to the old slave labour colonies.

Natal's need for indentured labour did not arise because of the abolition of slavery
but was due to the shortage of cheap labour within the colony. Indian indentured
labour was sustained for 51 years by the lack of incentive on the part of indigenous
blacks in joining the labour market. The development of the plantation industry
relied a great deal on the flow of indentured labourers. This state of affairs
ap-pears strange when one realizes there were between 50 000 and 100 000 blacks
by 1850 in the cnlony. 2 But the Shepstonian system prevented use being made of
the blacks on the reserves for cheap labour. During the 1840s and 1850s there
were constant complaints about the shortage of labour and the inability to utilize
those blacks in the reserves.

I

In Shepstone's eyes Natal'consisted of two watertight
compartments, Natives and Europeans. To coerce the
Natives to become dependant on the European by
economic pressure was not compatible with his outlook 3
The blacks were therefore able to live off their land. If they joined the labour
market it was for a short period and they returned to their lands. The planters
offered low wages for hard work - the blacks did not have to rely on such a
contract. What the capitalist sector and the planters needed was a work force
totally reliant on the system with no options for alternative money sources.
Together with Shepstonianism one finds the blacks had their own labour system
orientated around the family unit. The cost for subsistence farming to obtain a
surplus for cash was minimal and created a reluctance to enter the labour market.
Whilst the black peasant farming system functioned there was little incentive to
sell their labour to the capitalist sector.

Shepstone wrote in 1870:
.•• it will certai nly be wrong to look to the Na tal kaffirs
to get us out of the difficulty for they are themselves
producers: we must rather look to the natives beyond 
our borders 4
This statement related to the pos sible acces s to labour by indenturing from
extra -territorial black states. The Tsonga 5were discus sed as an alternltive
source and a system was started ten years after the indentured labour i?egan
arriving from India. Indians were preferred and by 1866 there were approximately
6

6 445 Indians in the colony. Between 1865 and 1874 Indian immigration was
suspended due to two factors: an economic crisis on an international level
caused a siump in overseas investment from Britain; and reports were made to
the Indian Government by ex-indentured Indians of maltreatment and poor conditions

rfhe policy for black migratory labour by Shepstone and the introduction of
indentured Indian labour were specifically made for the sugar plantations. Their
need was for a continuous labour force in commercial agriculture. One must take
cognisance of the relationship between land and labour in terms of the modes of

production in Natal, and the subsequent relations of production. The growth
of the white colonists increased their demand for land and also their need for
labour. In turn, the blacks need for land was necessary for the economic and
social mechanisms of tribal society. One of the fundamental needs was land
for

maiz~

together for grazing areas for cattle. Cash needs to pay taxation could

be met through a basically surplus system of peasant farming, or through joining
the labour force for the capitali st economy. The influx of refugees from Zululand
increased the need for land in J)la tal.

The plantation industry was therefore a part of the capitalist system requiring a
large division of labour to carry out its production processes. The plantation was
I

geared towards exports and industrial consumers; necessary labour was kept at a
minimum cost. The deciSion to import Indian labour was initially viewed as a
temporary expedient until the blacks could be utilized. The expedient was for the
benefit of the sugar plantations and in the event it became a permanent feature
of Natal's economic and social structure.

7

The plantation industry wa s therefore heavily dependa nt on a large division of
labour to ensure its production. The blacks were able to satisfy their needs
through the traditional system and had little incentive for entering the labour
market. When they did it was for a short period only whereas the plantation needed
labour for long durations - at least the full year. Migratory labour, in the form of
the Tsonga and especially the Indians fulfilled this need. The Indians were taken

,

out of their country and placed in an alien society. They were totally dependant
on the plantation initially - and due to such factors .as their period of indenture,
low wages and the pass system were unable to leave it.

The changing forces of production reflected in white colonial interests also

placed pressure on the political mechanisms within the colony to ensure that
labour was fou nd subject to white capitalist needs. The metropoli tan government
required that Natal pay her own way within the Empire. To guarantee this
requirement

I

Natal's economic viability was ensured by Britain opening the way

for inder;ttured labour to work in the plantation industry. This aided in the subse
quent development of a capitalist infra structure. The emergence and growth of
the plantation industry introduced a capitalist mode of production which strongly
affected the political economy of Natal. It introduced an 'alien' society which
became an integral part of the plantation system and of the Natalian system as a
whole. Its appeti te for labour crea ted a conflict of interests as reflected through
the Wragg Commission and subsequent anti-Indian legislation.

,

,

.
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FOOTNOTES: Chapter One.

1.

H. Tinker. ANew System of Slavery. (Oxford University Pres s.
London. 1974) pg. 115

2.

R.

3.

B. Pachal. The South AfriQan InCHan Question. 186Q -1971
(C. Struik, Cape Town. 1971) pg. 3

4.

C.C. Ballard. 'Trade", Tribute and Migratory Labour'. (Dept. of
History paper, University of Natal. 1979) pg. 14

5.

Geographically the Tsonga were north of Tsongaland. The cost of
of a Tsonga labourer was £1 whilst for an Indian the employer
had to pay £30. Ibid. pg. 28

6.

Ibid.

1.

It is interesting to note that the Natal sugar industry "Yas an important

Perry. ;A Threat to White Domination'. (B.A. HonsThesis,
University of Natal. 1978) pg. 4

pg. 14

enterprise for the colony; but within the international context Natal
was insignificant being overshadowed by other plantation colOnies.
The majority of Natals "exports went to the Cape.

,

·
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QHAPTER TWO: THE COLONY.

The conflict of interests found within Natal is an integral part of this work and
must theref~re be identified. One can look at the interests of the white settlers,
the Indians. the blacks. the Indian Government

I

the Natal Government, the Natal

Governor and the Imperial Government. Within these groups one finds dichotomies
therefore one cannot regard one sector as monolithic in goals and attitudes. Each
sector involved itself to a greater or lesser degree regarding the Indian question.
Whilst not ignoring the others, and making reference to them where necessary,
the main emphasi s will be on those of the white settlers, the Indians and the
blacks.
The black peasantry responded successfully to the opportunity of agricultural
development - so successfully that they proved to be a threat to white inland
farmers. Although the Wragg Commission dealt only with the Indian population,
the blacks cannot be ignored. They were the majority population group and the
threat they posed to the minority white settlement indirectly affected race relations
between all groups. Moreover

I

the blacks avoided white demands for cheap labour

by exploiting surpluses made from their farmi ng activi ties thereby meeti ng cash
needs. There

w~re

black peasantry

I

generally three types of land ownership which affectEVl the

as shown by C. Bundy in The Rise and Fall of the South African

eeasantrv .

The reserves " .•. which comprised by 1870 a total of over two million acres .....

1

were initiated by Theophilus Shepstone and gave the blacks economic independence.
One of the basic explanations for this system is that Shepstone wished to retain
tribal authority and maintain the pre -capitalist economies of the blacks within the
reserves. It also satisfied the British Government's desire for

secur~ty

within the

colony - rebellions would have required British intervention requiring heavy military
costs.
Ideological differences between white and black were therefore maintained
,
through this segregation. They could be kept in their place and would not pose a
threat to the white community. Whilst the subsistence economy functioned there
was little reason for the blacks to enter the labour market on a permanent basis.

The white agriculturalists were opposed to the reserves. They desired a "••• native
policy that would deprive Africans of their access to land which they farmed for
themselves. 112 Such a policy would naturally solve the labour shortage problem

12
,
of white commercial farmers. Yet Imperial policy was opposed to breaking the
reserve system down.

The second type of land ownership was that of the absentee landlords. "Over
5 million of the 6 million acres of land owned by whites were in the hands of
absentee proprietors, a nd occupied ... by Africa ns. ,,3 Absentee landlords were
quite willing to keep the status quo as rent from rural farming was profitable.
They would not support the idea of reduci ng the black's capacity to farm and be
forced into the labour market.

The surplus produced by the black peasantry enabled rents, taxes and other fees
to be paid, plus to meet cash demands made by landlords. Black peasant farming
expanded to meet these demands whilst the white farming sector stagnated. The
white population also became increasingly dependant on black food production.
White farmers found it increasingly difficult to compete with the low-priced
produce of the black peasantry due to the latter's low-cost outlay for production.
The peasantry had a low level of consumption for manufactured goods; and they
used family labour in the production of crops. The latter point is the most
important in that the white farmers were heavily dependant on black labour.

New regulations after 1880 regarding the sales of rural lands resulted iQ'increased
reports of land sales to blacks:
In the few .sales that were held, a good beginning was made by
some of the Natives who were able to attend pers~nally and enter
into a spirited rivalry with other persons [Europeans] who
desired to secure some portions of the land then offered. 4
This was reported by the Surveyor-General in 1881. The ability to buy land
secured the black's position and resulted in an increased production for market
and developing competitiveness. After the new regulations increased acreage
in Newcastle was reported by the Magistrate: there was 7 980 acres in 1881
compared to 2 545 in 1880. 5 Groups of blacks brought land for the cultivation
of sugar at Humi, Amanzimtoti, Mvott and Verulam. 6

Thus the opening of areas for private ownership by blacks provided the necessary
means for agricultural production. There was little need during the 1880s to
obtain an income working for another sector. The peasant farmers were able to
accrue a necessary surplus and avoided the labour market thereby remaining as
a temporary labour unit in the urban areas and mines.

13

.

Such a situation threatened the viability of the inland farmers surrounding
Ptetermarltzburg to a great extent. The blacks were able to compete at a
lower cost than their white counterparts and (as yet) little was done to induce
the blacks into the labour system. Such competition not only affected white
agriculture but al so white commercial interests in Durba nand Pietermaritzburg.
This group joined the inland farming interests when, together with black
competition, the free Indians began trading and farming. (Although the latter
activity was on a comparitlvely small basis).

Both the black sand the free Indians crea ted strong competition against white
agricultural and trading activities. The free Indian traders were pdept at under
cutting white traders and succeeded in capturing much of the black consumer
market. Both white groups resented such activities. Yet through the Government
Notice No. 260 of 1875:
.•. the Colonial Government wa s to contribute a sum of
£10 000 annually and employers were to contribute annual
instalments equivalent to two-thirds of the costs of
Indian emigration to Natal. 7
The £10 000 subsidy was from the Public Expenditure Account paid in by the
white community. The whi te agricultural and commercial groups found themselves
in the peculiar position of paying for themselves to be put out of business. It
was against this background that anti -Indian sentiment began to grow."

A Proclamation had been issued, in 1843, by Her Majesty's Government stating:
There shall not be in the eye of the law any distinction
or disqualification whatever founded upon mere distinction
of colour, origin, language, or creed, but the protection·
of the law, in letter and in substance, shall be extended
impartialiy to all alike. 8
This liberal ideal inhibited the Natal legislature from passing legislation deemed
repugnant to the British Government. What this basically meant was that explicitly
racial clauses would not be accepted. But legislation was passed which implicitly
6reated racial segregation. It wa s to the

bac~ground

of segregation that the

Indians arrived in Natal. The black population were subject to a qualified but
apparently non-racial franchise in Law 11 of 1865. (By 1903 only 3 blacks were
eligible for the franchise in Natal). They were also subject to land segregation
and legislation which a ttempted to coerce them into the labour market. Such
segregation and legi slation was based on both racial and economic grounds.

..

As this distinction was made on racial grounds there
was no possibil1 ty of mobility between these groups.
Consequently this ideology was a static creed which
became an instrument to preserve and extend white
domination. 9

-

What position did the Indians find themselves in Natal? They were regarded as
black or non-European and therefore encountered the ideology of racial superiority

if they made claims to equal status with the white settlers. Because of their
non-European background they were regarded as being naturally inferior. If the
Indian problem had centred only on the Indian labourer then they could have
been accommodated ititO the existing social structure. They were considered a
group of labour on the level of the indigenous blacks and were sub ject to the
same controls.

But the problem emerged once the Indian had served his indenture period and
.was regarded as 'free'. And passenger Indians (those who had paid their own
way to Natal and established commercial interests in the colony) were also
I

claiming the equality apparantly offered under the 1843 Proclamation. The existence
of the free Indians was seen as a challenge 'to the existing status quo. Therefore
one finds both a proletariat and petty bourgeois Indian sector: the labourers and
the merchants: the latter group being the product of an emerging middle class.
The latter group also held a financial position which created possibilitifl's of
political and economic leverage. and were consequently difficult to relegate to'
an inferior pOSition subject to white control. Basically the proletariat could be
controlled by the Government and commercial agriculture; the free Indians were
a spontaneous and voluntary movement.
We hold ourselves bound to the Natives of our Indian
territories by the same obligations of duty which bind
us to our other subjects and those obligations by the
blessing of Almighty God, we shall faithfully and
conscientiously fulfil. 10
This announcement by Queen Victoria in 1859 pledged the British Government to
s9iegaurd the interests of the Indians anywhere in the Empire on the basiS of a
single standard. The Natal Legislature was responsible to the Imperial Government
for the ratification of her laws. It was not until Natal was granted Responsible
Government in 1893 that the colony was able to pass explicitly discriminatory
measures against her Indian population. It was under these conditions that the
free Indian sector was liable for equal status with their white conterparts and,
specifically, elig ibl e for the fra nchi se.

IS

..

In 1882 the Protector of Immigrants reported that:
Indians form on the whole an orderly and respectable
element in the population, a nd may be considered as
eminently prosperous: and in this respect no whit
behind Lny other class of Her Majesty's subjects in
this Colony; 11
Such eulogistic terms were a far cry from statements made by colonists and which
will be considered later.

The prejudice held against the passenger Indians caused the fundamental difficulty.
They paid their own passage to Natal and initially enjoyed the same citizenship
rights as the whites. (This was within the framework of a limited franchise). Some
were from the upper middle class sector of Indian society, and a number originated
from peasant families unable to maintain their traditional place in the Indian
economy. Such a sector was not bound by a labour contract to any specific employer
and for those without capital arrangements had been made for employment with
merchants already in Natal.
It had been recognised, both by the Government of India

and by the Colonial Government that whenever the indentured
Indians went out in large numbers for the purpose of labour,
the Indian trader must be allowed to follow as a matter of
course. This rule had been observed by all Governments
which had asked the Indian Government for a supply of
indentured labour. 12

.t

The mercantile group proved to be an affluent and influential sector of the
community and such prosperity plus the dramatic increase in the Indian population
as a whole, served to compound white settler fears and agitation.

1876
1884

Whites

Indians

Blacks

18 846
35 453

6 787
27 206

281 797
361 766

13

These figures represent the increases in respective population groups over an
1
eight year period. 'bne must bear in mind that such figures do not reflect the
birthrate or number of Indian mercha nts, but include both free, passenger and
iopentured Indians. In 1884 the Indian population in Durban was 3 867 including
15
16
free Indiansj in Pietermaritzburg it was 1 600.

By 1887 the number of Muslim traders in the colony was 4 000.

17

Restrictions

placed on the Indians leaving Natal for other colonies resulted in the majority
of Indians being concentrated in Natal. Therefore the Indian merchant competed
directly with white commercial interests for business with the consumer market.

16

•
He tended to operate efficiently and on a small margin of
profit. as many of his employees were rela tions. The
result was inevitable. The 'Arab' began driving white
shopkeepers into liquidation: for the colonial housewife,
regardless of her general attitudes of men of colour,
made her purcha ses where the prices were best; more
often than not this was at her local 'Arabs'. 18
.
Nothing would prevent the indentured Indian from becoming free after he had
served his contract. Once free they became involved in Natal's economy in
various ways: as labourers, skilled and semi -skilled artisans, shopkeepers,
traders, and as agriculturalists. Offers of grants of crown land in lieu of return
passages to India after 10 years residence were mede obstensibly in order to .
encourage settlement. Section 51, Law 2, of 1870 specified:
When any Coolie Immigrant shall be desirous to commute
his right to a free passage for the value in land to the
amount of the cost of such passage, and the Ueutenant
Governor shall see fit to grant such immigrant out of the
Crown Lands of the Colony a piece or parcel of land equal
in value at the upset price of the Crown Land to the amount
of the cost of such return pa ssage, such immigrant shall
have the same in lieu of his right to a full passage. 19
Less than 100 grants were actually made, and none were made after 1882. ]n
November, 1882, fifty blocks of fifteen acres each were laid out in the County
of Alexander and were the only grants to be made during the nineteenth century.
This can be cited as one of the major explanations as to the diversifica60n of
Indian land holding in Natal. This is, purcha se areas for Indians became
unrestricted and they were able to buy small holdings from the whites.

On the plantations the indian labourer lived with his family thereby increasing
the labour costs of the planter who was economically and socially responsible
for his workers.
Natal has never failed to feel that the Indians in
bringing with them their wives and raising families
in the neighbourhood of white towns and white farms
have somehow stolen the march on the Europeans. 21
I

Once the labourer left the pIa nta tion he settled near to the whi te centres. It soon
became evident to the whi te settlers that they had a large body of Indian colonists
in their community. This aggravated anti-Indian fervour and the main body' of
colonists felt that either only indentured Indians should be allowed in the colony
or that the status of the free Indian be reduced. The unrestricted purchasing of

..
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land was viewed by the whites as a threat because they feared the Indian
small farmers would eventually buy up all the coastal lands. The participation
by Indians in farming took two forms: that of specialist market-gardeners in
or near large towns; or as small- scale farmers elsewhere. The Protector of
Immigrants Report in 1882 needs to be quoted in full regarding the pursuits
of ex -indentured Indians in the colony.
One thousand seven hundred and sixteen (l 716) Indians, their
term of indenture having expired, received Discharge Certificates
during the pa st year. But a small percentage of these have re
engaged as labourers on the Plantations. The majority having
gone to swell the already large numbers working on their own
account as farmers, and gardener's, shopkeepers, hawkers, etc.
The facility with which land can be obtained in the Colony,
while injurious to the employer of labour, enables any Indian
who desires to raise himself in the social scale to do so; with
a little industry and moderate good fortune, the man who was
yesterday a labourer becomes an employer, competing with
his late master. Every year more land is taken up on lease by
Indians. In the Coast Districts the growth of maize, tobacco
and garden produce is now almost entirely in their hands •.• 22
Such an ability to contribute to the prosperity of the colony was at first welcomed.
It was with the passage of time attitudes changed, and the presence of the Indians

was regarded as an economic and social threat.

Obviously the planters were in constant need of cheap labour and urge<J' the
Government to allow immigration which the white merchant Class constantly
opposed as their position became more threatened. The conflict spread into a
wider struggle between those who saw the presence of Indians as a threat to
white survival, and those who were prepared to allow Indians to remain as part
of the society. The former group included the inland farmers, the latter comprised
23
the planters who relied on indentured labour.

Agitation against the Indians were expressed in economic and social terms. The
Lions River Magisterial Report of 1885 stated:

,

Complaints continue to be made of the increasing number
of Indian traders and hawkers in the district. These people
render it impossible for small European store-keepers to
make a living, and all the Native Trade of the Colony is
getting into the hands of the Free Indians. 24

The Klip River Division reported that in 1884 there were 12 retail shops in the
district, 3 of which were Indian dealing chiefly with the blacks. 25

18

..

The Natal Witness, the newspaper dealing chiefly with inland opinion stated
In an editorial on the 8 January, 1875:
The primary object of offering free or assisted passage is
to obtain colonists of the same blood as our own, men and
women of the same religion, of the same social customs,
with whom we can have friendly relations, whose chUdren
can intermarry with our children, whose practices do not
violate the first codes of morality. The ordinary Coolie
fulfUs none of these conditions ••. he is in every respect
an alien .•. 26
On the other side the planters relied on their Indian labour force for the production
of sugar and to ensure a viable industry. By 1880, the gross revenue for sugar
production was £215 000. 27 '"In 1880 to 1881 the planters joined the Colonial Office
and the Natal Governor in preventing attempts by the Natal Legislative Council
to deprive the Indians of their franchise. Their obvious fear was that immigration
would be stopped should such an act become law.

The developing capitalist infrastructure of Natal made such conflict inevitable.
Natal was thus half -persuaded to rid itself of Indians
altogether and half -persuaded to keep them. On the one
hand it had to heed industrial and farming demands to
ensure the flow of immigrant labour and on the other tak.e
cognisance of the demands of those engaged in commerce,
to curb ~ restrict and restrain the free labourer and trader
in their movements. 28

"

ThuS was the situation in Natal when the Wragg Commission was formed to look
into the Indian question. The conflicts had already begun between three sectors
all of whom carried influence. Each sector - the inland farmers, the commercial
sector and the planters - had an economic position which relied on cheap labour
and white domination.

,

,
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CHAPTER THREE: THE COMMISSION

I

I

There seems little doubt that Indians did offer
keen competi tion to the small white traders and
farmers, who, as a result, formed themselves
into an anti -Indian movement. By 1885, the
voice of the movement had grown sufficiently
to force the government to appOint a commission,
historically known as the Wragg Commis sion,
to enquire into their complaints. 1
.
2
On the 24 July, 1884, Mr. William Arbuckle, a Durban County member of the
Legislative Assembly, moved for the appointment of a Commission. It was firstly
"to enquire into and report upon the Indian Immigration Laws and Regulations
of the Colony with a view to their amendment "; and secondly, "to devise the best
means to be adopted to bring the Asiatic population of this Colony under more
3
effective supervi sion and control".

In a legislative debate a few days later, Harry Escombe, a Durban Borough '
member, had a number of points to put forward regarding the earlier motion. He
argued that it would be better to wait for the Commissions' recommendations,
stating that:
••• the wording of the proposal implies, as a matter
of fact, that an amendment of the law is necessary.
To that proposition, of course, I cannot give my
support, because I have not the knowledge on the
subject to warrant me in dOing so ..• 4
Concerning the second clause he pointed out:
If the Commi ssion is told what is the view of the

Cou ncil, the Council is really appoin ting a Commis sion
to make a n enquiry and at the same time it is, so to
speak, telling the Commission what finding it has to
arrive at. 5
He therefore hoped the Commission would be "fair and unfettered .•• pledged to

no particular view, but free to bring up any Report that it may think right, and in
accordance with the evidence that may be brought before it."

6

Escombe pOinted

out that the la nguage of Arbuckle's motion presupposed certain recommendations
of the Commission and argued for an open and fair approach to the problem.
Referring to the £10 000 subsidy Escombe was again non-committal., preferring
that the Commission be left to decide.
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He then carried on to the problem of Indian competition In trade. Two relevant
factors should be mentioned with regard to this speech.
The hon. member for Umvoti County (Mr. Van Rooyen)
summarized his objections to the Indian population In
very few words, and under two heads. He said he
objected to the Indians being allowed to roam about
the country, and to compete in trade. 7
Umvoti County was an inland constituency which nevertheless had to pay towards
the subsidy. This use of public money was felt at the time to benefit only the
coastal planters and the government sector where Indian labour was used. As was..
argued earlier, the inland districts had strong agricultural competition from the
black peasa ntry; and Umvotf'also had a sugar mill which was operated by blacks.
The growing competi tion in trade from the Indian sector could only increase the
problem agai nst white interests.

The second relevant pOint is found with reference to the 'Arabs'. Escombe argued,
8
"the people who create this competition are not Indians but Arabs ". Although this
is not an essay in semantics, one should pOint out that 'Arabs' were Indians. The
term 'Arab' was used with reference to mainly Muslim merchants who came to
Natal as passenger Indians. The free Indians, who were ex-indentured became
mainly traders and hawkers. The only elas s of Indian who did n.ot enter the
competitive field were indentured Indians.
The relatively privUeged passenger ignored the indentured,
and at times even tended to be embarassed by the fact that
he shared the common epithet 'Indian'. Hence the Muslim's
sought to establish a di stinction by calling themselves Arabs. 9
Escombe therefore used an unnecessary distinction - the difference was one of
class or caste, but not one of nationality. This point must be borne in mind •

. On the question of competition, Escombe felt "that they should compete more,
10
because competition is for the benefit of the country ".
Such a statement was
made for more competition even when there was growing agitation in his own
,
11
constituency against Indian trading.

This particular speech of Escombe's highlights the main bones of contention within
Natal in 1884: the government subSidy and Indian competition. Within the calls
for a halt to the subsidy were those for the eventual stoppage, or at least curtail
ment of Indian immigration. That is, those who wanted such indentured labour
should pay from their own pockets a nd not from public expenditure accou nts.

•

It was in such a light that the Commission was gazetted in 1885 in January:

••• to make such recommendations for the alteration and
amendment of the Laws and Regulations ,now in force in
Natal regarding Indian Immigration as to the Commission
may appear desirable, and generally to make suggestions
for the amelioration of the I ndian population of Natal. 12
The members of the Commission proved to be men knowledgable of the Indians
within the colony and were undoubtedly able to offer a sense of responsibility
in their undertaki ng. To what extent the members were able to rise above the
interests they represented is open to question.

Unfortunat~ly

little information

is available on the opinions of the members. The exception is tha t of Mr. J. R.
Saunders, who placed himself on record in the Wragg Commission against a
number of the major recommendations. He was a sugar planter on Cotton Lands,
Tongaat, and was also a Justice of the Peace. The opinions of the other members
can only be speculated upon or taken to be revealed by the Commissions I final
decisions. Mr. H. F. Richardson was a farmer on Faulkla nds, near Pietermaritzburg.
Obviously he would represent the sentiments of the inland interests. Mr. Justice
Wragg, a Puisne Judge, was chosen as Chairman. He had served in Ceylon as a
police magistrate and then as District Judge up to 1873. He wasalso fluent in
Arabic and Tamil and had acquired a knowledge of ASiatic laws, customs and
habits. It is therefore arguable that he had a basiC knowledge of Indian culture
which was an important asset.
It is said that he possessed .apronounced individuality, and,

though his charact~r was marked by great personal charm,
exaggerated convictions as to the deference due to judicial
authority. Even in the improvised court-rooms used by the
Commission he insisted on as much in the way of judicial
formality as circumstances allowed. 13
Obviously such an end~~our necessitated a procedure whereby evidence could be
taken and decisions arrived at in due course. Yet one is tempted to argue that in
the desire to follow such a procedure there arose a possible lack of humanitarian
concern to temper the final decisions. One cannot state that the members were

, not shocked by a number of aspects brought to their attention, but the method . .
used for final correlation may have imposed itself above other considerations.
Nor does the experience of Justice Wragg presuppose an empathy with the Indian
mentality.

The final member was Dr. R. Lewer, the Chief Surgeon, whose interests cannot
, be ascertai ned.
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The Commission was appointed to look into the social and economic aspects
of the Indian presence with the goal being political reforms and changes in the
laws governing the community. The app01 ntment of both coastal and inland
representatives gave the Commission an opportunity of judging the question from
an unbiased standpoint. But the anti-Indian agitation was gaining momentum, and,
as can be seen from the evidence of individuals, pressure was being made from
farming .and commercial interests. The Commission was convened at a time when
there were changes in the material conditions of Natal: the emerging capitalist
system required a source of cheap labour but it did not wish to encour,age further
elements of competition which would threaten white class interests.

It

W i;;. S

one of the broadest investigations into Indian immigration ever conducted

in South Africa. There are over 600 pages containing both the Report and the
Evidence taken from individuals. Much of the evidence was heard by the members
in various school rooms, immigration depots and hospitals, and on several estates.
The Commissioners attempted to gain a first hand knowledge of the position the
Indians held in the colony. Although a very comprehensive document giving a
valuable insight into conditions during the period, and thus provtding a valuable
source of research, it is disconnected. A number of themes investigated are
disjointed in that one has to read the entire Report and Evidence to acquire a
knowledge of certain aspects. As one does this exercise a number of co.(tradictions
become evident which tends to obfuscate the topic being studied. Although
separated into Chapters, one is required to cross -reference using one's own
judgement.
The complaints of both the Indians and the white colonists.
were discussed cursorily and in no particular order: nor did
the commission make many recommendations although such
matters as marraige and divorce, the pollution of streams,
the magisterial powers of the protector, prison regulations,
the disposition of the estates of deceased Indian immigrants,
Sunday labour and irregulari ties on certain estates, the use
of alcoholic beverages and rations for female labourers fell
under its scruti ny. 14

,
The Commission covered 44 subjects, and interviewed 72 colonists and 42
Indians. Although only a small percentage of the population, the persons called
before the Commission were relatively reflective of the main aspects under
consideration. These main aspects revolved primarily around the following areas:
the continuation of Indian immigration: the alternatives

available~

continuation of

the subsidy: the period of indenture and the alternatives offered when the contract
had expired; the effects of competition; and the general conditions of indentured

,

.

Indians. Throughout the investigation no blacks gave evidence which is rather
surprising since Chapter XUV of the Report suggested the 'bonus system' for
harnessing black labour to replace Indians.

,

This essay will not cover the entire Report and Evidence of the Wragg Commission.

15

Suffice to say such a task would be awesome. The writer has therefore chosen to
highlight certain aspects regarding the economic and social factors covered in this
essay. Use will be made of some of the Commis sions recommendations a nd evidence
given by interested persons. It is hoped that such an exercise will show the
diversity of opinion and culture in Natal at that time; and will perhaps show the
thankless task facing the members of the Commission.

The most important section of the Commission can be found in Chapter XUV
found in the Report. The recommendations found at the end of this chapter
advocated that the subsidy be abolished: that the Indian labourer be returned to
India sooner; and that black labour be substituted for the Indians. 16 But before
analysing this chapter, it would be a fruitful exercise to begin with Chapter' XIJrr
which offers a basic summary of the evidence and findings of the Commission.
This will afford on the opportunity to discuss some economic and social topics
found withi n the bulk of the work.

In point 7

17

it is pointed out that after the five year indenture period, the Indian

may remain in the plantation, return to India or engage in other pursuits in farming
and tradi ng. "In short, they may move about with the same freedom a s other
,
18 '
sections of the communi ty".
The term 'freedom' is rather ambiguous. It is a
fact that the Indians were more mobile than their black counterparts. They were
not as restricted to traditional lands or land for subsistence farming as were the
black population. This made the Indian more flexible in serving as a labour unit
of competitor. Yet it appears that local ordinances in Durban and Pietermaritzburg
subjected Indians. to the Natal Law 15 of 1869 dealing with vagrancy: "by which
al) persons of Colour; if found in the streets after 90'clock without a pass are
19
liable to arrest as vagrants ". This curfew was imposed on all Indians, including
those who held the franchise. It immediately affected the Indian culture such as
religious ceremonies.

Whilst under indenture many Indians cultivated small plots of land, growing
vegetables and other market produce. In pOint 10, it is shown that Indian's had
the opportunity (though not in all cases) to cultivate produce for their own needs

·

.

and also for surplus profit. Such a system must have eased the cost to the
planter in providing foodstuffs to his labour. The Commission goes on to discuss
free Indians, those who had finished their indenture period. In point 20, the
ability to compete in agriculture is outlined. The ability "to compete with their
former master" and convert "waste and unproductive lands into areas for the
20
cultivation of crops, aggravated white feeli ngs agai nst the Indians.
II

Sugar planters, aware of the Indian's ability to turn waste
lands into good cultivable holdings •.• used this aptitude
to advantage by leasing these lands to them. When the
holdings were cleared and brought into cultivation the
planters moved their Indian tenants further hiland •••
while indentured Indians played an important part in
bringing about a north -south expa nsion of the cane
area, their ex-indentured brethren paved the way for
its inland extension. 21
In 1879 the Umlazi Magistrate wrote: "It behoves me to speak in eulogistic terms
of the Indian agriculturalists .•. thrifty

I

steady a nd hardworking •.• They are rapidly

enriching themselves and excel in the cultivation of crops ". 22 By 1884 the emphasis
had changed from agriculture to trading - the Umlazi Mcgistrate referred to a
23
considerable number of free Indians acquiring Retail Shop Licences.

The Commission goes on to point out that such agricultural competition was
legitimate and welcomed by the general community. Yet the Magistrate

fr Lions

River Division wrote: "Complaints have been made of the increasing number of
what are termed 'Vagrant Free Indians', who are said to 'roam over the country
stealing' ".

24

But none of these India ns had been convicted of theft

In the Inanda Magisterial Report, one finds:
A few more Indian stores have been opened in the town
of Verulam during the year, and two European stores have
been closed for want of support, the Indians having
entirely absorbed the petty trade as well as that with
Indians and Natives. 25
I

one finds the ability of free Indians entering trade and being highly success
Jul against their white competitors. But the CommisSion adds a further element
ng that the free Indian traders were "unable to hold their ground against their

27
•
'Arab' opponents ". 26 The Wragg Commission
had defined this free passenger

sector as men:
unshackled by indenture and without costing this Colony
one penny, have found their way to Natal from various
parts of British India and from Mauritius. They are British
subjects free to travel to any part of Her Majesty's dominions,
who have chosen Natal as the field of their commercial pursuits. 27
Instead of condemning the Arab merchants, the Commission regarded this sector
as beneficial to the society as a whole. As regards legislation, the Commission
found that it "would be unwise, if not unjust, to legislate to their prejudice". 28
Such a recommendation was highly controversial to the colony, and was made to
the consternation of the white commercial interests. One can only argue that the
Commission was fully aware of the status of the free passenger sector within '
the British Empire. Obviously legislation directed against them would have proved
a pointless exercise because of Imperial sanctions against such an action. And
one must also bear in mind that many of these 'Arab' merchants were wealthy and
influential; they were not a class to be easily dictated to or controlled.

The evidence given before the Commission regarding Indian competition shows a
diversity of opinion. Mr. Henry Bi nns, reflected a number of conflicting interests.
He was one of the more influential planters in the c 'o lony and also Chairman of
the Indian Immigration Trust Board which controlled the government subu,dy. It is
little wonder that inland agricultural interests felt that the subsidy was not utilized
for their benefit. No inland representative was a member of this Board; a situation
that Binns thought should be corrected. With regard to agricultural competi tion,
he felt the Indians to be an asset to the colony.
We have never had any immigrant from Europe who have
shown any inclination to become market gardeners and
fishermen, and I am of the opinion that, but for the free
Indian population, the markets of Pietermaritzburg and
Durban would be as badly supplied now as they were ten
years" ago. 29
With regard to commercial competition, Binns was singularly quiet.

On the other side, Mr.

G.e. Cato, 30 a planter on Cato Manor appears to hold

opposing views:
I was at the first meeting which was held to discuss the "
advisability of importing coolies, and I opposed it on the
same grounds upon which I oppose it at present. Those

grounds are, that there is ta sufficient number of
available natives, in and around thi s Colony, to
supply all wants, if properly handled by the
Government. 31
Cato's views are obviously anti-Indian - the sooner they could be shipped back
to India the better. When referring to Indian competition, Cato appears somewhat
acceptable to the issue. "The Indian shopkeepers - I do not mean Arabs - are
driving 'the small European shopkeepers out of the market: this cannot be helped,
and the matter mu st be left to be ad justed to supply and demand". 32Such views
do not sound anti-Indian in terms of competitive abUity.

Obviously to argue that planters ,held similar views relating to Indian labour is
misleadi ng. (Althougho.newonders why Cato utilized India n labour if he felt blacks
were available?) .

Mr. WUliam Arbuckle, who first moved for the appointment of the Commission, was
also a Durban merchant. One would expect him to oppose commercial pursuits by
the Indian population. One would be wrong.
As to the prohibition, by legislation, of Indians,
from tradi ng as merchants or shopkeepers, I say
that I have no fear of Indians as long as they deal
hone s tly a nd upon the sa me condi tion s a s ours elves. 33
I

He continued that Arabs should not be prevented from entering the colony. Why
then, did he call for· the apPointment of a Commission if he was contented with
the state of affairs? It appears that he felt future indentured Indians should be
compelled to re-indenture or return to India - which makes sense of his motion.
(And saves this essay's framework from disintegrating.) But wheft reading the
evidence of Telucksing, a free Indian storekeeper in Durban, there is perhaps
another rea son for Arbuckle's satisfaction with the state of affairs. Telucksing
.stated:
During the last two years I have been dealing with white
merchants onlYj I think I get my goods cheaper from them:
they include rice, which I buy from Messieurs Arbuckle,
Dunn and Rennie. 34
It can only be assumed that this is the same Arbuckle; but it does appear to
substantiate reasons for the white merchant not wanting to upset the status quo.

Escombe referred to Arabs as "men of large means, large connections, who
are always used in trade, if they can be dealt with more profitably than others ".

35

,

29

.

An example of this type of class was Aboobakker Amod, who came to Natal
'from Mauritius as partner to a white merchant.
I have got a house of business in Calcutta and an
agency in Bombay. I have ships of my own and I
charter others: I import my own merchandise, and
as it has been well bought by my own people, and
as I have less expenses both abroad and in Natal,
I can undersell the white merchants here. 36
The Commission found that blacks "can buy from Arabs at from 25 to 30 per cent
lower rates tha n those obtaini ng six or seven years ago". 37 At the turn of the
century, J. T. Henderson wrote on the 'Arabs':
They crawled in ... a-nd reaped a sordid monetary
harves t a fter the Briti s hand Colonial soldi ers
had done the mens work, the perilous pioneer
work, subdued the Man, and cleared the way.
For Whom? .. I do not ask you to take my opinion
of these Oriental parasites. 38
Such opinions were prevelant in this period but one must argue against their
validity. Many of the 'Arabs' brought capital wi th themi free Indian traders
took opportunities not offered in India. It was the fact that a race, regarded
as inferior to the white colonists, was able to prove their ability so well that
brought their eventual subjection. They proved not to be inferior and, having
left the poverty of India, felt a strong desire to prove themselves in Natal. As
,(

Arbuckle stated: "Coolie's cannot be compared to Kaffirs as citizens, as Kaffirs
cannot be citizens ". 39Indians had a claim to citizenship.

The suggestions by whi te settlers concerning the Indians can be found in the
first few pOints in Chapter XUV. And such suggestions were the product of the
fears outlined above. The Indians threatened white political control due to their
increasing ability to quality for the franchise; they could not be subjected by
Social Darwinism and racial superiority; and they threatened to monopolize the
socio -econ omic system within Natal due to their competitive ability. The white
community argued that their position should be consolidated as soon as possible.
'!'Ire suggestions made ranged from forced labour of the blacks to compulsory
re-indenture and repatriation of Indians. They basically felt that indentured Indians
should remain so; and that there should be no free Indians. Mr. R.M.K. Chadwick,
a farmer near Estcourt, stated: "I think that the Indian should be allowed to remain
in the Colony as a free man, if he wishes, provided that he is prohibited from
,
40
entering into trade or possessing land : he should remain as a labourer simply".

30

•

Similar views were held by other inland farmers who gave evidence.

But such suggestions were condemned by one of the Commission members,
J.R. Saunders:
I wish to express my strong condemnation of any such
idea. What is it but taking the best of our servants and
then refusing them the enjoyment of their reward, forcing
them ..• back to the prospect of starvation from which
they sought to escape when they were young. 41
Initially such a statement can invite somewhat cynical arguments. Saunders was
re}X"esenting the plantation community who were determined to retain a cheap and
reliable labour supply. Such .fIction would have a detrimental effect on sugar
production in Natal; and could induce the Indian Government to stop Indian
Immigration altogether. Saunders had to be realistic about such action and the
subsequent affect it may have on his position. But one also must take cognisance
of Saunder's human! tarian concerns. Upon readi ng his remarks concerning the
.Indian problem, one finds that his attitude reflects realism and empathy. He argued
that Indian competition was a benefit to the consumers of the colony: and also
that white wages rose with the introduction of Indian labour. He stated: ''Records ·
like these ought to tell their own tale, and silence childish race sentimentalities
and mean jealousies". 42 But such condemnation - ironically from a capitalist
sector - did not silence the opposition.

point 8 of Cha,:>ter XLIV bri ngs up the clash of interests found between the sugar
planters and other interests. Yet it has been argued with the example of Binns and
Cato, the interests of the sugar planters were not monolithic.

The writer of

. this essay had postulated the theory that plantation interests were in direct
opposition to inland and commercial interests. Historical research, being an
.on-going process, uncovered a rather innocuous report of the Minutes of the
Tugela Division Planters Association, in 1886, proved to have rather a devastating
effect on this theory. The members of the Association included Mr.

J. L. Hulett,

jChairman),and Messrs. A. Colenbrander, (Treasurer), A. Hulett and Mr. Clayton.

A number of the planters used black labour and not Indians. Those who used Indians
.felt that immigration should be continued because of the reliability of such labour,
but that the terms of the contract should be modified. This followed the general
consensus of the colony at that time - the re-indenturing and/or repatriation clause.
But what was surprising was a motion made by A. Colenbrander suggesting that
.the £10 000 subsidy should cease.

,

.

Mr. Symmonds said: "I suppose you think that it is
about time that the Government grant of £1 0 000 should
cease"
Mr. Colenbrander: "Certainly"
Mr. Symmonds addressing the Chairman: "Do you know
if the whole of the £10 000 is appropriated by the Indian
Trust Company. "
Chairman: ''Yes, I think they spend it all"
Mr. Colenbrander thought it unnecessary to spend this large
Bum of money as the Colony is more than overstocked with
coolie labour at the present time". 43
For reasons which cannot be ascertained the motion regarding the subsidy was
withdrawn; but the amendment regarding modified contracts was carried. One can
only assume that the motion regarding the subsidy failed because of agreement on
the need of Indian labour due to its reliability; but there was also agreement that
the subsidy was too high. This report suggests many questions regarding the use
of black labour on plantations in the Tugela district. (One must take cognisance
of the use of Tsonga labour, and the after effects of the Zulu war on the socio
economic system in Zululand). With regard to modified contracts, it has been
Suggested that this fitted with general colonial consensus. But the suggestions
regarding the £10 000 subsidy and its abolition remain something of an enigma
at this present time.

, The Commission then turned attention to the wages demanded by free

Ind~ns.

The suggestion forwarded, in point 10, was that Indians should be induced to
re -indenture for a further period at lower wages. This would, in effect, diminish
the need for the government subsidy. It was poi nted out that, as things stood,
free Indians demanded higher wages.
In proof, we need only look into the fact that free
Indians have, hitherto, steadily refused to accept
the rate of wages paid to Kaffirs or to indentured
Indians for domestic service and farm work in the
upla nd districts. 44
This increase in wages would create the situation where indenting labour from
Indj.a would prove cheaper. That is, free Indians demanded wages higher than those
offered to indentured labour or blacks. Such an exaction would have prevented the
employer from realising a profit; a profit normally extracted from the use of cheap
labour in the guise of indentured Indians. The logic of the argument is tenable.
But the Commission failed to realize one important factor. The Indian and white
settlers shared the same view regarding the black communi ty. To the Indian, the
blackness of one's skin reflected inferiority, low caste and untouchability. Any
attempt to place the Indian on the same economic or social level a s the black was

32

rebuked as an insult. And the same distinction applied to the free Indian who
regarded himself above his indentured brother. Attitudes towards clas s conscious
ness were similarly held between both whites and Indians.

The Commission saw salvation in the form of black labour, within

the colony

and without. Such a suggestion was made to palliate inland interests who were
agitated at having to subsidise Indian labour for use on the coastal plantations;
who were suffering from the effects of Indian and black competitionj and who
suffered from a ':Jeneral labour shortage because of the blacks unwillingness to
enter the labour market, and the Indians call for higher wages •

. In point 11, the black's inability to labour for long intervals is explained in terms
of 'nostalgia' to return to their lands, and to "pass two or three months in lazy
45
contentment and indifference to gain ". Such a statement underlines the lack of
basic knowledge concerning the black socio-economic system. Within the
traditional system the men worked under the chiefs; with the breakdown of their
system such work was lessened. Tribute to the Royal House and tribal chiefs was
slowly vanishing, and the menfolk fell within the emerging peasant farming system.
Their activity could hardly be described as laziness.

The system of black labour is clearly outlined and based on the evidencEKgiven .

by 1I. C. Shepstone, Secretary for Native Affairs. Shepstone argued that the
.
.
IUggested system to coerce blacks onto the labour market would not attract them
work for long durations. at the present time at least. The longest duration called

by the Commission was twelve months. Shepstone pOinted out that, because
men would not bring their
IJU""".",,~

~amllies,

periods of absence from work must be

fori they would not remain for years at a time without wanting to return

• This meant ei ther the employers had to accept a labour force which had
perfods of absence; or the urbanization of the black population'near and
white centres of industry. Neither proposition was totally acceptable.

ne's reservations about the bonus system were quite realistic:
Under the proposed bonus system I do not think that you could
get 10 000 men tomorrow, or withi n 6 or 12 month s •.. The
coolies were brought here because we could not rely upon the
natives for any length of time, and I do not think that you
could rely upon them now for more tha n one year. 46

He also emphasised that extra-tertitoriallabour would be more willing than
- local blacks, thus underlining the blacks' desire to return home.

Despite these reservations the bonus system was put forward as an answer to
the problem - albeit a slow one. Examples are cited by the ' Commission showing
the blacks to be preferred to Indian labour.

Cato advocated the Indian system for blacks plus "the Dutch system of compelling
' idlers, in the native locations, to turn out and do road work ... the Government
supplying the tools and supervision, the natives receiving no pay for their toil".

47

Not all saw inducements for labour as Cato; nor did all feel that the bonus system
would work. Saunders wrote:
I do not anticipate that the Native Bonus proposal will
succeed. I was many years ago prime mover in a Similar
_attempt to develop native labour .•. I failed then .•• 48 .
Binns was also not in favour of the bonus system:
I think that the native of Natal is not suffiCiently
amenable to the system to be a suitable labourer
for sugar estates. This is work for a certain kind,
at different times of the year, for which natives
can be advantageously employed, but for the work
of the sugar-house the native is not fitted. 49

,

The bonus system, under the Department _of Native Affairs, was still put forward

as the answer to Indian immigration. The suitability of the black a s a labourer
was not put forward logically; most of the arguments were based on public
expenditure, and the low costs of keeping blacks. The Government was also
advised to act paternally towards the blacks in order to encouralJe them. Some
arguments we :-e purely to sell the product:

,.

The heavy medical fee of one shilling per month, now
paid by the employer for every adult Indian labourer
under indenture, would not be. necessary if Kaffirs
were the labourers. The superior physique of the
Kaffir, working in the land of his birth and under his
own ki ndly sun, would ensure, to a very great extent,
immunity from Sickness. 50

One must assume that the blacks never became ill, and would cost their masters
only 3d per month in medical

expens~s.

Yet only in the previous chapter the

Commission reported on the general good health of the indentured Indian; the low
mortali ty ra te; a nd the s uitabili ty of Na tal a nd its climate for the I ndian immigrant.

The recommendations of the Commission follow the bonus system scheme. The
most contentious point was the withholding of revenue contribution towards
Indian immigration. This recommendation provoked a large amount of discussion
and a number of reservations as to its viability.

But this debate had begun long before the appointment and subsequent decision
of the Wragg Commission.
Sir Garnet Wolseley emphasised that the taxes paid
by Indians and the profit realized from the sale of
goods to the Indians in Natal, who now numbered
in excess of 10 000, more than compensated for any
expenditure from the cok>nial revenues for the
importation of indentureq labour. 51
Such Imperial arguments did not satisfy settler demands as is clearly seen in a
letter written to the Natal Witness

.0 '0

the 20 July, 1877. Alluding to a meeting

of lDrd Carnarvon, Secretary of State for the Colonies, with Jamaican commercial
leaders, the Imperial representative argued that revenue contribution should aid
all colonists a nd not merely the pIa nters. The writer wondered why such a practice
could not be found in Natal. He finished the letter:" there are no greater thieves
than the Coolies, imported for the sole use of the coast planters, and whose
52
importation the up-country districts have to pay a large sum annually ".

"

By the time the Wragg Commission came into being the call for -the abolition of
.
.
the subsidy was much stronger. Yet the call for the abolition did not come only
from the settler community. The Natal Government also wanted the subsidy
stopped and thereby relievIng public expenditure. But 3uch an action becomes
difficult to explain when one realizes that the Government also utilized cheap
labour, especially on the Railways. Although the Natal Government Railways
used black labour, preference was gIven to Indians because of reUability and
there being a continuous supply. Indian labour cost the Railways £17 448 compared
to £50 160 for white labour; the total number of Indians employed in 1886 was
814.
, (543 were indentured: 271 were free). 53

One can see the Government's call against the subsidy in two ways. Firstly,
one can argue that the annual contribution of £10 000 was unpopular to the settler
community; the Government took a stand to appease the community, and to utilize
the money in other areas more acceptable to settler interests. On the other hand
by abolishing the subsidy, the Government would have been able to take advant!ge
of eX-indentured Indians initially paid for by another sector. The opportunity to

·

.

employ black labour at cheaper rates was also viable once the indentured system
was halted or curtailed. Saunder's argued that the system put forward as an

elternative was equally wrong, and that the debate was, in fact, misinformed:
In process of time this contribution became wrongly
looked upon as a contribution made by the public
reyenue to support a particular interest, whereas
it was •.. made to cover a portion only of the benefit
enjoyed by townspeople and others who were getting
'labour supplied them at a cost of one particular
interest. This was unfair then, and would be equally
unjust now. 54

If the planters ho.d to pay exclusively for their indentured labour (as with other
indentured employers) then the other sectors would benefit from untllizing labour
entering the market when the indenture period finished. The subsidy was created
to prevent this; its abolition would create the same problems. Saunders rightly
argued that the alternative given by the Commission would place a heavy burden
55
of indenture fees on employers. Such a system would create concomitant
difficulties in areas of production, economics and employment.

The Commission, with reference to the Indian Immigration Trust Board, stated:
This discontinuance of the grant will throw upon that
Board the burden of devising other arrangements which
may be found necessary to meet any money deficiency
arising from the change. 56

,(

Yet Henry Binns, in his evidence stated:
It would be impossible that, having regard to

contracts now in force and applications now
bei ng sent in, the payment of the £10 000 could
be interfered with for about six years from the
present time. 57
It appears strange that such recommendations should have been put forward when

evidence shows the undesirability of such action - evidence put forward by men
like Shepstone, Secretary of Native Affairs, and Binns, Chairman of the Trust
Board. The recommendations put forward action which satisfied certain interests
within the settler communi ty~ but the advise lacked practicality • The Trust Board
were bound to contracts for labour for a number of years: alternative sources of
finance were not advised by the Commissionj the methods of actually getting the
blacks into the labour market were not put forward; and any action against the
position of the Indians as pronounced by the Indian and British Governments could
not possibly work.

The final pOint again involved the public expenditure - if the number of Indians

,

.

were reduced, the cost of Indian education, costing £1 500, could be drastically
cut too, thus relieving further burdens placed on the public purse.

With the question of education one comes into the area of social factors. Under
the heading of education the Wragg Commission had surprisingly little to say.
It is not until one reads the Protector of Immigrants Report for 1881 that one finds

the indentured Indian contributing 3d per month per child and 6d if he was a free
58
Indian. The standard of eduction was very low, and education was inadequate.
The problem lay in the fact that the subSidy voted for Indian education by the
Legislative Assembly remained constant whilst the number of pupils grew.

Mr. F. Colepepper wrote in 1885, a s I nspector of Indian Schools:
Under present conditions, we are only twisting a rope
of sand ••. dOing positive harm in half educating a
number of boys and letting them loose upon the community,
••. with no apparent object for self-improvement - their
future being the same as their uneducated fellows. 59
Education is one of the basic needs for the growth and improvement of ,any society.
The less educated a people the more pliable they are to a higher educated race.
The Indians were posing enough threats without being educated too. Between 1883
and 1887,65 Indian traders went bankrupt

and owed a total of R22 734. 60 Such

incidents can be explained in terms of the economic recession in Natal fluring this
period. But Aboobakker Amod argued in terms of educational deficiency. He stated
that a great many Indian traders:
for want of knowledge and education, buy and se'll below
the purchase price, and continue to do so until they fail.
The chief pOint I make for the Indian population here is
the want of education, which is at the bottom of most of
their cornplai nts . 61
But education was not the only problem facing the Indians. Uttle cognisance
was made of their social and cultural backgrounds; what protection was afforded
by earlier legislation was recommended by the Commission to be abolished in some
ca;;es. This is especially valid for the curtailment of the judicial functions of the
62
.the Protector of Immigrants, in respect to Indian court cases. The Commission
argued that the Protector could not give an unbiased appraisal of the cases because
of his posi tion. "Hi s presence upon the bench of the Magistrates' Courts must
63
cause irritation and distrust in the minds of the employers .•• "
But there is little
to show that his actual duties entailed the protection of Indians. Although the

,

.

Protector's attempted to apply themselves well in serving the interests of the
indentured labourer, this was not always possible.
The fact that In 1870 the 'Protector' was simultaneously
2nd Clerk in the Magistrate's Office In Durban, Registrar
of Births and Deaths, exercise warehouse keeper, acting
. European Immigrant Agent and Resistrar of Meteorologic
Observations, left him with little time to attend to the
problems of Indians even had he been more concerned. 64
In many cases Magistrates proved to be planters themselves, or had various
connections with the employers of indentured labour. The presence of the Protector
did at least afford the chance of the Indians complaints being heard.

Most of the complaints concerned ill-treatment of the employers - which the
Commission found to be infrequent. The incidents were explained in such terms as:
"the kindest masters may lose temper at the oft -repeated misconduct of idle and
malingering servants ". 65 An indentured Indian John James wrote a letter to the
Protector of Immigra nts, In 1885, complaining of irregularities and ill-treatment
at the Natal Government Railways. Of the four charges made, one concerned the
imposition of fines; the other concerned whipping. On the question of fines, the
Commission found that the action was in defiance of the law. In the case of the
whipping they found that the Indian was:
a worthless servant who .•• was again and again
provoking those placed in authority over him •
• • • Of course, the Superi ntendent, in so punishing
him, committed an act of great indiscretion and in
violation of those humane provisions with which the
law shields the Indian Immigrant of the Colony. 66
He was excused for being over zealous in his duties but no more-. Although all the
accusations of John James were substa ntiated, he was regarded as an 'educated '
Indian who had cunningly conspired against the Superintendent: (When one Is
down, one is seen to be down).

The Commission members had visited the Natal Government Railways with respect .
to the above incident. They also visited several plantations,

67

and a number of

hospitals.

Some interesting aspects can be found not only to the conditions described by the
CommiSSion, but also the attitudes of the members themselves. Visiring the Indian
Immigrant Depot, and the Depot Hospital at the Point, Durban, the scene given
by the members was shocking. Men and women were placed together in the same

1

wards and "consequently lived together night and day".

68 "If the immigrant dies

his body is placed within one of the ordinary living rooms, if unoccupied, and,
69
on other occaisions, it is placed in the open ".
Healthy men, the relatively sick.
and the chronic,ally ill were placed together - lepers were treated in the normal
wards; toilets were holes in the ground and, again, not segregated. The Commission
70
made twelve recommendations. calling for improvements and changes to the
appalliQg conditions they found. Fortunately not all the hospitals were found in
such a state of affairs. Referring to the General Hospital in Durba n, all the
71
Commission had to report were that condi tions were highly satisfactory.

The plantations revealed condffions which were acceptable to some which left
much to be desired. The Equeefa Estate was one example of the latter group. Nine
Indians gave evidence to the Commission of which four complaints were found to
be groundless. One of'the Indians, Munissami, was a leper living with his parents
on the plantation. The medical evidence stated that leprosy was inherited more
from the female than male ancestors; but no recommendation appears to have been
made concerning where to place Murussami for medical attention. Evidence given
by Dr. W.P. Tritton, Medical Officer for Umzinto shows that he found approximately
30 Indians suffering from BllharzJa on this estate, due to bad pollution of the
72
streams.
The Protector of Immigra nts had considered this estate so bad that he
stopped sending labourers until matters had improved: Dr. Tritton though; this
~ttitude

unnecessary.

The complaint of Supers had agai nst the non-payment of wages was also
investigated by ' the Commission, and found to be valid. But another interesting
aspect comes to light in Supershad' s evidence.

,

Every coolie is kept a month in arrear with his wages .
• •. Ask other indentured Indians and they will say the
same ..• 1 went to the Umzinto Court, Mr, Kirkman was
Acting Magistrate, and was fined five shillings for being
absent without a pass. I asked my master for a pa ss,
but he refused it. Eleven other coolies went to the Court
to complain at the same time, and were all fined five
shillings each for being absent without a pass. We went
to complain of not getting our wages. 422

This statement should be seen agai nst a number of factors: firstly, agai nst the
Commission's recommendation regarding the curtailment of the Protector's judicial
powers; the amount of the fine which could be from

~me-half

to one-third of an

indentured Indians wage; and the inability for the men to get redress for their
complaints due to bureaucratic red-tape.

'I

,
74
Although all the estates suffered from a high degree of pollution, not all

estates were insensible to the position of their workers. Such an example was
Nil Desperandum Estate which the Commissioners stated, offered the most
75
sa tisfactory li vi ng condi tions .

. Although the Commission made various decisions regarding the medical, sanitary
and

~oc'ial

conditions found, a number of these depended on two capricious

elements: public expenditure and human nature. Despite the evidence put forward
by the Commission, any attempts to remedy the frightful conditions found in some
cases, lay with the white colonial leaders.

Perhaps the most blatant area of misunderstanding can be found in the cultural
clashes between the colonists and the Indians. Aboobakker Amod pointed out
various practices in Natal that did not take due consideration of Indian cultures • .
The Indians here are unable to carry out their religion
freely and as they desire. When they go to the hospital,
they are obliged to eat meat, which is forbidden both
to the Hindoo and Mohammedan. 75
With regard to drinking alcohol, he pOints out that in India drink cannot be
purchased in many areas; and that the Mohammedan religion prohibited drink.
He stated that the Madrasse is the greatest drinker bringing the habit

Wi~

him.

This is confirmed by a visit -to Tongaa t, where they spok-e to a group of Indians
who made some suggestions to the improvement of their position, rangihg from
the subject of English in schools to the prohibition of the sale of liquor to
Indians. In parenthesis at the end of the interview, it is noted, "The Commissioners
77
.
observe that two of the Madras men are drunk ••• " This caused Richardson, a
Commission member to observe: "Here we clash with vested interests! What would
the rum distiller;:) do if we were to bring about prohibition amongst the coolies". 78

As was stated earlier, the vacillations of human nature were one of the major
problems faCing the making of recommendations by the Commission. Throughout

,

the Report there are a number of areas, both important and small, were changes
would have immediately clashed with vested interests. The final outcome lay with
those holding the most power; and subsequent political and economic changes
affecting the colony. The Indians attempted to put their point of view forward but
to little effect.

,

40

.

The evidence of Ramadeen, a free Indian of the Brahmin caste, also explains
the problem of returning to India for many in Natal. Although he is leaving for
India he explai ns that he must return to the colony.
Here, I have eaten with the different people and
broken my caste, my friends in India will not even
eat with me, so I must come back. When I go back
I will a s~ my mother to cook, but I will tell her
vA1at I have done; she will cook, and I will eat
outside; she will not allow me to eat inside where
she and my relations are. No fine could bring me
back my caste. 79
A pathetic example of a man not wanted in India nor in Natal.
",.

With respect to deaths, both Hindoo and Mohammedan rellgion requires that the
body by cremated. But this was not allowed by Natal law. Therefore a rather
strange state of affairs occurred , in the Durban Cemetery causing headaches for
everyone concerned. According to the Superintendent of Police ,:
Cattle and pigs have the run of the place - within
the last three months I have shot ten - then the
underwood grows too quick, all trace of a grave
is lost in six months or less: as things stand now
the Coolies can come at any hour of the night. ••
the law allows them to bury. The Arabs come here
and quote Mohammedan law at 11 o'clock p.m.
dig up the skeleton of another corpse and sling
it all over ,the place ..•
. . . If I have made it (!he grav~ from north to
south, he then wants it made from east to west. ••
• • . When examined by us, Sargeant King stated
that the pigs, which have trespassed and rooted '
up the 'bodies of the dead, were the property of
butchers whose slaughter-houses were about 20
yards from the cemetery••• We fear that the bodies
of such pigs have been sold for food. 80

,

Such a quotation needs little addition in the way of expla nation or comment. That
this state of affairs could be permittee! due to the lac·k of providing sufficient.
burtel grounds suggests a disregard with respect to different cultures. Telucksing
pOinted
out the religious rites regarding the buriel of Indians:
,
T'n I ndia the bodies of all Hi ndoos are burnt, but in
Natal we have to bow to the law. It is believed among
the Hindoos that, if their bodies are buried instead of
being burnt, their souls are converted into devlls. We
have not complained, becausp. we came to a new cou ntry
and under different laws .•. 81

No recognition was made of the Intiian culture, of the complex and age-old
social, religious and economic system which dictated Indian practices. This
rich culture was expected to bend and break under the white colonial ideologies
and superstructures. If the Indian was educated, he was regarded as cunning and
wily; if he was a labourer he was still cunning and wily, but more easily dominated
and excusable.

Various reactions to the Indian problem followed a basic action:
..• [Th~ appointment of a Commission, the collecting
of evidence and then the passing of an Act. Only two
Acts passed thus in the history of Indians have been
directed towards the improvement of their position; the
first being the Relief Act following the ... Coolie
Commission, and the second being the Indian Relief
Act of 1914 following the Solomon Commission. 82
The recommendations of the Wragg Commission should have satisfied the majority
of settler interests. They advocated black labour; the abolition of the subsidy;
the re -indenturing of Indian labourers; the curtailment of the Protector's judicial
functions; and the subsequent diminution of public expenditure with the gradual
ceasing of Indian immigration. The only aspect they failed to support was
legislation against the 'Arab' merchants. Why, then, were the majority of
recommendations not carried out?

,

,
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This was due to rna ny factors including the refuse from mills pouring into
various rivers and streams used by Indians. There was also the fact that
many planters refused to build laterines for their workers; and the
Government failed to force legislation to ensure the construction of
ablutions because of cost. (Ibid. pgs. 277 - 280)
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE CONSEQUENCES

One may posit the argument that the Wragg Commission laid the foundations
for subsequent anti -Indian legislation. But such an argument would prove highly
debatable a nd difficult to justify. As was suggested in the previous chapter,
contet;ltiOus recommendations of the Commission were presented as conciliatory
attempts to appease anti-Indian sectors. The reservations advanced by Shepstone,
Binns and Saunders were realistic and not based on pure self-interest. These
recommendations were in juxtaposition to British policy at that time. And one must
recognize the Natal Legislature had to operate within the framework of Imperial
policy up to 1893. In that year Natal was granted Responsible Government which
gave the colony the opportunity to pass explicitly racial legislation. And such
1

.

legislation was passed. Therefore it is a dubious proposition that the Wragg
Commission pl'esaged legi slation which followed six years later.

What then was the significance of the Commission's decisions? The recommend
ations concerning the £10 000 subsidy: and the re-indenture of Indian immigrants
together with the bonus system, opened up further derete within the colony. Yet,
despite repeated requests, the Report was not tabled before the Legislative
Assembl.y during the year of its release. This can probably be explaineg by
pointing out that Government policy - that is, the Natal Executive - apparently
differed from the findings of the Commission. As was stated in the previous chapter .
the Government also called for the abolition of the annual subsidy. Why then the
delay in tabling the Report? One must remember that the Natal Executive represented
both the Legislative Assembley a nd the settler community together With the policy
of the British Government. They were men caught in the middle of opposing views.
During 1888 it appears that discussion in the Legislature were based on mainly
less controversial aspects.

When
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Knutsford, referred to the
,
Commissions Report, he too only emphasi sed the social a nd legal aspects. He
refrained from commenting on the economic a spects of the inland interests
regarding Indian immigration. The British Government appeared insensitive to the
colonists' fears of Indian competition in commerce and agriculture, the increasing
number of Indians entering the colony and concomitant internal prohlems. Within
the international sphere of the British Empire, Natal was not of great importance.

II

,
When interest did focus on Natal it was with regard to British investment and the
plantation i ndustry.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century one finds a cha nge of emphasi s towards
South Africa from the Imperial pOint of view. Prior to the development of mining,
labour was drawn from outside the colony of Natal. But there was a gradual
centralization of Imperial policy which found its focus in the Highveld. By the
late 1880s onwards, the British Government became more concerned with the
mining industry in the Transvaal. In 1887 Zululand was annexed by Britain and
provided a much needed resevoir of cheap labour for the mining

capi~alists.

By

this stage Britai n had entered tJole gold market, and interests in South Africa were to
be consolidated. It was expected that black labour would subsequently be recruited
to the mines and away from Natal. (Such a dynamic was slow to evolve. That is

I

one must view such a policy being based on the long term conditions). Yet the
colony was still required to pay her own way. The subsidy was necessary in order
to continue indentured immigration and maintain the production of the plantations.

The Imperial policy which subsequently developed included many factors: the
policy was motivated towards obtaining cheap black labour into the northern
provinces for the production of the mines; at the same time, Natal's economic
viability had to be maintained. There was also the matter of Britain's relltionship
with India -in order not to alienate the Indian Government, one can posit the
argument that efforts to antagonize Anglo-Indian relations were viewed with concern.
Altruistic motives cannot be posited. It is therefore at this stage of Natal's history
that one ca n abandon political motives for Imperial policy and emphasise the
economic variables which became of paramount importance.

One can provide many conflicting arguments within which to place Imperial and
local opinion regarding the Commission's recommendations. Unfortunately time
waits for no -one. In this case, the arguments offered more problems tha n solutions.
With
, the evidence available to this writer at the present time,it will only be
possible to offer - or indicate - factors peripheral to the above themes. There was
evident opposition to the Commission's suggestions from the Imperial Government;
the settler commu nity were equally receptive to the recommendations. So began
the debate.

'I

In

18~7,

•

the Governor, Sir A. E. Havelock argued for the extension "of the period

within which Indian immigration may claim return passages beyond the present
period "; whereas the Indian Immigration Trust Board did not advocate any extension
2
thereby forwarding the opinions of the settlers and the Commission. The discussion
entered the Legislative Assembly in 1888. Yonge, a member of the Legislature,
. argued that the agreement of the subsidy in 1874 could no longer be regarded as
binding; "and that the spirit of the argument was broken when the Indian labourers
became colonists ". 3 L. Hulett held the view that "Indian labour is the only
reliable labour for any district enterprise in the Colony"; and King, a Durban
member, thought "all white men were an element of strength, and each Indian
4
a source of weakness ".

The colonial debate only served to outline the divisions within the colony with
the Commissions advice being the focul pOint. A Special Committee was
appointed in 1889, (true to form of Government stalling tactics) under the
Chairmanship of Colonel F. Curtis. Its object was to look into the recommendations
of the Wragg Commission and to suggest future legislation. (This was the original
aim of the CommiSSion

itself~).

The Committee looked into various topics

including the pollution of streams, Sunday labour and the repatriation of physically
and mentally unsuitable labourers. It naturally paid attention to the £10 000
subsidy, and to the surprise of many concluded that it should be maintaif{ed. With
, regard to the Protector, the Comtnittee felt that his judicial powers should also
be maintained. Both these decisions were contrary to those of the Commission.
The final deciSion lay with the Executive Council who finally proposed a bill
which coincided with the Select Committee's findings. It was at

t~is

juncture

that the British Government intervened to uphold the Wragg Commission's deciSion
regarding the Protector.

Needless to say, such proposals created further dissatisfaction within the
Legislative Assembly. Many felt that the Executive Council was placing the
interests of the British Government and the planters above the interests of the
colony. It was obvious that concensus could not be reached over the subSidy and
the settlers turned to another method of obtaining favourable concessions.
Emphasis now turned to the repatriation of indentured labour at the termination of
their contract, and the curtailment of opportunities open to Indians which threatened
the position of the white colonists.

•

Yet again, the colonial attempts to obtain at least one bill to protect themselves
failed. On the question of repatriation

I

the Secretary of State, Lord Knutsford,

wrote to the Governor of Natal:
I have now the honour to inform you that the proposal
that immigra nts should be compelled to return to
India after completion of their indentured service
would be such an interference with the ordinary rights
of British subjects that legislation in that sense could
not be sanctioned. 5
On the suggestion that opportunities be reduced, the Viceroy of India had some
strong word s:
The proposal would op§fate harshly on the Indian
immigrant, by depriving him of the option of returning
home at the end of the five years while at the same
time preventing him from making the best use of the
second five years residence which under the law as
it stands, he has to complete in the colony in order
to secure the privilege of a free return passage to
this country.
I

The colony was rebuked from both sides.1t was under these conditions that
members of the Legi sla ti ve As sembly who opposed the presence ,of India ns ,
fought for the provisions contained in Law 25 of 1891. It stipulated that indentured
labour had to remai n in the colony a full 10 years before bei ng eligible for a return
passage~

1

and repealed the provi sion for a pl ot of crown land in lieu of the return
tI
passage to India. It was an attempt to appease certain colonial sectors but the
success was negligible.

8

.

What it did emphasise was that Indians were "required

for a specific purpose - to be a labourer and on terms not detrimental to the
position of the whites.

Direct action against Indians and indentured immigration had to await Responsible
Government in 1893. By 1894 the subsidy had been withdrawn and immigration was
carried out at the cost of the pIa nters and othEr employers.

By the 1890s the labour problem in Natal was not as chronic as the 1850s, thereby
diminishing the need for indentured Indian labour. The colony had the use of
. 46 000 Indians,

9

plus a growing black population. Initially, the interests of the

Colonial Office and the Natal Executive conflicted with those of the colonists
over the question of 'how' surplus was to be extracted from the black population.
The Imperial policy was to allow the exploitation of the existing developed black
sector of the economy, rather than promoting a state of underdevelopment. The
colonists desired surplus in the form of labour but this was impossible whilst

•

the blacks enjoyed relative independence due to the easy access to land.
The commercial agricultural sector began to benefi t from the creation of new
markets in the northern provinces, a nd the increased presence of money owing
to the gold rush. By 1893 and Resposible Government the interests of the Natal
colonists could be realized in an unrestricted fashion. This change in the centre
of power from the Natal Executive to the Natal colonists resulted in the progressive
reduction of the viability of black agriculture and their traditional economy. Black
access to land was severly limited and hence alternatives to selling labour to the
whites for subsistence. Since the British annexation of Zululand there had been
civil war with the resultant number of refugees fleeing into Natal. By the
annexation of Zululand through the Natal Act 3'7 of 1897, the future of Zululand
was solely in the hands of the white settlers. This led to the appropriation of
both land and labour to the benefit of the colony.

In one important area, that of the economic viability of Natal, both Imperial and
Colonial interests coincided. The basic difference lay in the means and the speed
to which capitalist growth could develop. Between 1887 and 1893 discussions
were revolving around the granting of Responsible Government. Until such a
handover of power, the British Government had to ensure that Imperial policy was
maintained efficiently. The role of the Imperial Government and the Natal Executive
had been to consistently restrain the subversion of black and Indian

c~munities

by the settler population~ In 1893, however, the 'formeracquiesced to such an
occurance by allowing power to be transferred to the latter group without retaining
adequate control over native or Indian policy . With adequate labour within the
colony and the growing prosperity afforded through the transportation infrastructure
between Natal and the Transvaal, the colony's economic position was assured.

It is within this background that the recommendations of the Commission were

eventually carried out by the colony. Natal was able to take effective measures
against the free Indians and the. 'Arab' merchants despite the Commission's advice

,to the contrary. The Indian was reduced in status to that of the black, and both
groups were placed on an inferior level. As such the 'Asiatic menace' could no
longer jeoardize the position of the white colonists. But it cannot be assumed, in
the light of

n.e

CommiSSion.

above argument, that such steps were advocated by the Wragg

,

.
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CONCLUSION.

The Wragg Commission appears to have been overlooked as a subject for
historical study. It has been used as a source for research and reference
by historian's working on the history of Indians in general; and it has been
di smissed in various ways. R. A. Huttenback writes in Gandhi in South

.

Africa: liThe commission's report, which appeared in 1887, was a rlocument
of little consequence".

1

In Mabel Palmer's The Hi story of the Indians in

Natal, there are two paragraphs referring to the Commission: " ... a curiously
patchy a nd ill-arranged report dealing in no particular order with complaints
and difficulties ... There was no summing up, no envisagement of a definite
2
clear cut policy". Such opinions are repeated by many historians who mention
3
the Report in passing or as a reference document. Yet even Huttenback and
Palmer admit that the report opened a major debate and pre -empted subsequent
legislation regarding the Indians. Therefore the Commission can hardly be
dismissed altogether as having had little import in the history of the Indians
in Natal.

This essay has attempted to place the Wragg Commission within the context of
nineteenth century NataL The Commission served a useful function in detailing
the diversity of opinions amongst the colonists: and the divisions betwlen
certain sectors which proved not to be monolithic but exceedingly complicated.
It highlighted the numerous objections brought against the Indians, the main ones

being:

/ 1.

I'

That they undercut white shopkeepers whilst others felt
the competition was advantageous.

i1.

That they were inferior, unsanitary and should not be
allowed equal status.

iii.

That they were vagrants and dishonest.

iv.

That they were unneces sary in the colony and that blacks
could systematically replace them as units of labour; again,
others opposed such arguments.

The Commission studied many topics and carried out an investigation which
continued for approximately 18 months. The Report stated, amongst other things,
that 'Arab' merchants were a benefit to the colony; that the agricultural pursuits of
the free Indians resulted in the sale of vegetables and fruits at low rates; and
that the indentured Indian was necessary to the development of commercial
agriculture in the colony. In all, the Report did not reflect strong sentiments

•

against the Indians. Yet through reflecting such opin1ons, it also reflected
results which had not been anticipated when the Indians had first been brought
to the colony. That is, the ability for the India ns to compete and eventually
acquire equal status with the whites both economically and politlcally. Against
this latter pOint, and the call for the curtailment of public expenditure, the
contentious recommendations regarding the bonus, the re -indenture of Indians
- and the -ending of the subsidy were finally made.

It was stated at the end of Chapter Four that one cannot assume the Commission

initiated subsequent legislation carried out against Indians. Such a contention
,..-;

Is based on arguments and evidence given within the essay. The facts which
have been given in this essay cover:
1.

The growth and development of a capitalist infrastructure,
together with the entrenchment of capitalist and racial
ideologies.

ii.

The reasons why the Indians were brought to the colony,
and the subsequent arrival of the passenger Indians.

iii. The development of black and Indian competition which
threatened the white commercial and agricultural sectors;
and the underlying threat posed by the rights to citizenship
given to a growing Indian population.
iv.

The attempts by the white colonists to stop such a threat
through social and economic subjection of both Indians and
blacks.
,

The social and economic ideologies of nineteenth century Natal dictated the
entrenchment of white domination in the colony. There was no role as signed
to the non-white populations other than as units of labour within the capitalist
system. That these groups were able to enjoy a certain amount of economic
independence outside the capitalist system only served to frustrate white interests.
Both Indians and blacks were regarded as racially and culturally inferior; their
subjection was inevitable within the emerging superstructures of the white colonial
system. Social and economic ideologies became mutually fulfilling: economic
subjection of non -white groups could not be entrenched without the concomitant

,

political domination of the white population; the political subjectlon of the
non-white groups could not be entrenched without the economic domination of
the white community.

The ability to consolidate and entrench this domination emerged when Natal

obtained Responsible Government: It is therefore the contention of this writer
that legislation leading to the subjection of Indians was inevitable when placed
into such a context of ideological evolution. The Wragg Commission did not
advocate legislation against the Indians in toto. What it did recommend were
those points mentioned above. That some of the recommendations were used
to ba se future policy ca nnot be denied./ (The only exception being the bonus
system) .. But not all legislation was due to the advise of the Commission. This
wa s made by highlighti ng those events which became dominant after 1887: the
di scovery of gold in the Transvaal; the focus of Imperial policy becoming the
development of the Highveld; the annexation of Zululand; the role of Natal withln
these events: and finally the granting of Responsible Government to the colony.

This study of the Wragg Commission has posed many problems and, undoubtedly,
more answers are required. Further research would reveal some interesting aspects
regarding subsequent events surrounding the Report and the recommendations.
(Unfortunately time has not allowed such a study to continue). The quotations used
at the beginning of this conclusion are correct in describing the Report itself 
this writer made the same observations in Chapter Three. Yet, as this essay
hopefully reveals, the CommiSSion should not be so lightly dismissed as having
little consequence. The mere fact that more questions can indeed be asked
negates such a dismissal, and should inspire further interest in the
Commission.

,
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APPENDIX A
The Commission's Recommendations in Chapter XUV (pg. 327) of the Report:

29. We are impressed with the necessity at a time when the Colony
is labouring under a depression of the most serious nature, of so moving that
its agric:ultural development shall not be restrained. We are anxious not to
imperil the interests of those persons who have been induced, by an abundant
and continuous supply of Indian labour, to ivest their capital in large industries
of undoubted benefit to the whole Colony. Nevertheless, we think that the time
has arrived when the revenue contribution in aid of Indian Immigration should be
withheld.
I

30. We recommend:
a.

That the revenue contribution in aid of further immigration
from India shall cease, that the grant from the general revenue
shall not be used save as may be necessary to meet liabilities
already incurred by the Indian Immigration Trust Board. This
discontinuance of the grant will throw upon that Board the burden
of devising other arrangements which may be found necessary to
meet any money deficiency arising from the change.

b.

That the employers of free Indians working in the period between
the 5th and 10th year of their colonial residence, be required to
pay to the Immigration Trust Board a yearly sum equal to the yearly
instalment paid by the employers of indentured Indians •

c.

That the period, in which an Indian may claim his free return
passage after the expiration of 10 years colOnial resi~nce, be
shortened from three years to one year.

d.

That a bonus system for Kaffir labourers be introduced without
delay. The General Manager of the Government Railways is willing
to lead the way and to employ, in lieuof Indians, Kaffirs supplied
under the new system.

I

31. If the sugar planters will give their earnest aid to the new system if
they will indent for Kaffirs in place of Indians success will be assured. The
necessity for Indian labour will gradually cease, the number of Indians in the
Colony will yearly diminish and those who finally settle here will be engaged in
industries prejudicial neither to the Kaffirs nor to white colonists.
Lastly, with the diminution of our Indian Immigrant population will
depart the necessity of maintaining that special system of Indian Immigration which
,imposes this Colony a yearly burden of 1 500 pounds.
I

I
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APPENDIX B
Legislation passed in Natal between 1859 and 1897 dealing with the Indian
population:

1859.

Law 14: Introduced Indian Immigration to the Colony. It contained
the option to return to India at the end of the 5 year period, with
the provision of a free passage. Alternatively, in lieu of the free
passage, the Indian could settle permanently in the Colony with a
grant of Crown Land.

1860.
I ,

Indentured Indians were debarred from all political representation
but, once free, they were granted citizenship rights under the
existing limited .franchise.

1888.

Law 21: Registration of Servants Act. Indians were classified as
members of an uncivilized race.

1891.

Law 25: This repealed the provision for commutation of a full return
passage for a plot of Crown Land.

1895.

Law 17: This imposed a residential tax of £3 on ex -indentured Indians.
Three options were offered to the Indians:
- to return to India on the expiry of their con~act.
- to re -indenture for a further period.
- to pay a £3 tax for the right to remain in the Colony.
There was no fine imposed should the Indian decide to remain in the
Colony. This was in deference to the Indian Government who sanctione(
the tax on the understanding that failure to return did not constitute a
criminal offence.
"

1896.

The Disenfranchisement Act: Thi's disenfranchised Indians; Blacks
had already been deprived of this right. Only 251 Indians ever acquired
voting rights 1n Natal. There were 9 309 white voters in 1896.

1897.

Act 1: rmmigration Restriction Act. This restricted. the immigration.
of passenger Indians.
Act 18: The Dealers Ucences Act. This empowered municipalities to
control the is sue of licences. Although not explic1tl}l racial it was
carried out as such.
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